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IN THE MARKETS: 

• The Dow Jones closed at 35,090—a gain of 1.0%.  The NASDAQ rose 2.4% and the large cap S&P 500 added 1.5%. 

• As grouped by Morgan Stanley Capital International, developed markets rose 1.8% and emerging markets rebounded 2.9%.   

• Precious metals finished the week in the green with Gold rising 1.2% to $1807.80 per ounce and West Texas Intermediate 

crude oil gaining 6.3% to $92.31 per barrel.   

• Overall, January was the worst start to the year in decades for multiple major U.S. indexes as investors digest news of an 

impending interest rate hike.  For the month, the Nasdaq declined -9.0%, while the Dow retreated -3.3% and the S&P 500 

gave up -5.3%.  It was a difficult month for international benchmarks as well.  Developed markets finished the month down 

-3.6%, while emerging markets were flat.  Gold also ended down -1.7% with as the bright spot once again surging 17.2%. 

U.S. ECONOMIC NEWS:   

• The government reported by its measure the U.S. gained 467,000 new jobs in January blowing away economists’ 

expectations.  The fastest hiring gains took place at service-oriented companies such as hotels, restaurants and other 

businesses that were hit hardest by the coronavirus pandemic.  In the Labor Department’s latest Job Openings and Labor 

Turnover Survey (JOLTS), job openings rose by 150,000 to 10.9 million last month as another 4.3 million Americans quit 

their jobs in December.  Meanwhile, layoffs fell by 0.8%, to 1.2 million--a new record low.   

• A key measure of the vast services side of the U.S. economy slid in January to an 11-month low.  On the industrial side, 

factory activity grew at its slowest pace in 14 months in January as prices for raw materials and other supplies rose again 

complicating the decision by manufacturers on how much to stockpile.  Senior economist Will Compernolle of FHN Financial 

summarized the report stating, “Given the rapid spread of Omicron last month and the number of people missing work 

from sickness, the results here aren’t as bad as they could be.” 

• Mortgage rates continued to surge higher last week and that brought borrowers out in droves with applications to 

refinance a home loan jumping a seasonally adjusted 18% week to week.  However, volume was still 50% lower than the 

same week one year ago. According to the Mortgage Bankers Association, the average interest rate for 30-year fixed-rate 

mortgages with conforming loan balances ($647,200 or less) increased to 3.78% from 3.72%. That was the highest rate 

since March 2020. 

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC NEWS:   

• The Bank of England raised its key interest rate a quarter point to 0.5% - the first time it has implemented consecutive rate 

hikes since 2004.  Of the nine members of the rate-setting monetary policy committee, five voted for an increase of 0.25%, 

while the other four wanted a steeper 0.5% hike, reflecting growing concerns about rising prices.   

• The full-year GDP for China increased by $3 trillion in 2021 to $17.7 trillion, leaping ahead of the European Union for the 

first time.  The world's second-largest economy benefited significantly during the Covid-19 crisis from its status as the 

world's manufacturer.  Analysts noted most of the economic gains for China were driven by strong industrial output and 

exports.  China's GDP growth rate easily surpassed the government's target of above six percent growth, and the country is 

now expected to account for more than 18% of global GDP. 

• The Turkish Statistical Institute (TurkStat) reported deteriorating inflation trends as the consumer price index increased 

11.1% month over month in January. This lifted the year-over-year inflation rate through the end of January to 48.7%.  

Since September, Turkey’s central bank has actually cut interest rates 500 basis points as President Recep Tayyip Erdogan 

insists raising interest rates worsens inflation.  Erdogan stated that the government is taking steps “to protect people from 

high inflation” citing the increase in minimum wages, civil servants’ salaries and pensions. He also offered to reduce 

electricity price tariffs to help reduce energy costs for consumers.  


